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The Encompass Serving Board is an
edge grain circular serving platter
featuring a gesturing brass inlay and
heavily chamfered profile.
H: 1" x W: 12" x D: 12"

The Pinkies Up Breadboard is a
modern, minimal board for cutting
and serving bread. A soft, buttery
edge profile and an extra fancy flair.
H: 1" x W: 9" x D: 16"

The Stub Plant Stool is a little plant
stand for your little plant friend. This
8" size in maple is great for adding
levels to tabletop plant collections.
Put your jungle creatures up on a
pedestal.
H: 5" x W: 8" x D: 8"

The Stub Plant Stool is a little plant
stand for your little plant friend. This
6" size in walnut is great for adding
levels to tabletop plant collections.
Put your jungle creatures up on a
pedestal.
H: 4" x W: 6" x D: 6"

The Stub Plant Stool is a little plant
stand for your little plant friend. The
6" and 8" sizes are great for adding
levels to tabletop plant collections.
Put your jungle creatures up on a
pedestal.
H: 5" x W: 8" x D: 8"

The Stub Plant Stool is a little plant
stand for your little plant friend. The
6" and 8" sizes are great for adding
levels to tabletop plant collections.
Put your jungle creatures up on a
pedestal.
H: 5" x W: 8" x D: 8"

The Scotch Side Table is a bespoke
piece made of walnut with aluminum
hardware. It features a hidden,
downward-opening door with the
handle tucked discreetly under the
tabletop edge.
H: 23" x W: 18" x D: 16"

The Welcome Home Chair is a
bespoke piece made of cherry
organized in a brutalist grid with
exposed bridle joinery. The chunky
form is softened by cotton-linen
upholstry.
H: 29" x W: 20" x D: 20"

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1llfEznmo0UdmTYMZZrzPeY6GHFEgS4N_?usp=sharing
http://www.fonts.com/BannerScript/PublishersUsedFont/f12542c6-4f5a-4a83-aa24-7170e0ec7e94
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Modern furniture with an old soul.

Based in Asheville, NC, Coda Wood Studio handcrafts wooden furniture and homewares using human- and eco-friendly practices. Our pieces
are designed for a modern world while featuring traditional techniques and joinery to draw lines across a multigenerational craft tradition. We
celebrate the natural beauty of wood with a palette of five native North American species, creating a rainbow of browns and tans across a
collection of monochromatic designs. Each product is hand finished with all-natural, food grade oils and waxes, ensuring perfect harmony with
our home on Earth.
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